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proudly made in the USA

nonstick countertop
ovenliner
never clean the bottom of your  
countertop oven again
Whether you’re cooking in your countertop broiler 
or convection oven, you can keep your oven bottom 
looking like the day you bought it. The Chef’s Planet 

Countertop Ovenliner is made of reflective metallic 
material which allows for more even toasting, and it fits 
all large countertop ovens. 

#250   Nonstick Countertop Ovenliner        13.125" x 12.5"

nonstick ovenliner 
never clean the bottom of your oven again
What exactly is an Ovenliner? Well, it’s a time saver. A drip 
blocker. A crumb catcher. A spill protector. A burnt food 
guard. It’s your nonstick secret to never having to clean 
the bottom of your oven again. The Chef’s Planet Ovenliner 
makes life in the kitchen easier. While you cook it collects, 
shielding the bottom of your oven from splatters, spills and 
overall mess. Made for standard size ovens.

#400   Nonstick Ovenliner 23" x 16.25"
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proudly made in the USA

nonstick toaster 
ovenliner 
now, spills and crumbs are toast
Catch those feisty little spills and crumbs that get 
stuck on the bottom of your toaster oven. Now you can 
keep the bottom of your toaster oven looking like the 
day you got it with very little effort. While you cook it  
collects, shielding the bottom of your oven from overall 
mess. It’s a breakthrough for toaster ovens everywhere.

• Kosher certified by the Orthodox Union

#401   Nonstick Toaster Ovenliner 11" x 9"
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nonstick commercial 
ovenliner
never clean the bottom of your oven again
For larger, commercial size ovens, the Chef’s Planet  
commercial ovenliner makes life in the kitchen easier. The 
nonstick ovenliner is commercial grade thickness and fits 
ovens up to 36". So whether you’re baking your culinary  
creations in your home or industrial kitchen, the bottom 
of your oven is protected from splatters, spills and overall 
mess.

• Kosher certified by the Orthodox Union

#824   Nonstick Commercial Ovenliner 30" x 16.25"



multipurpose  
nonstick kitchen mat 
it’s counter-intuitive
One side is a patented nonstick surface and the other is a 
nonslip silicone.

Place nonslip silicone side down and use it to knead and roll 
out dough, as a non slip work mat, to protect your kitchen 
counter top, as a nonstick baking mat, to make candies & 
cookies, and to protect your microwave from drips & spills.

#925   Multipurpose Nonstick Kitchen Mat   24" x 16"
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grill & bbq mat 
because food shouldn’t fall through  
the cracks
What an epiphany. A nonstick mat for your grill that pre-
vents food from falling through the cracks. Never again 
will you dive your tongs into the grates to save a fallen 
shish kebab. Place delicate foods (fish, veggies, shrimp) 
on the mesh mat. They’ll cook to juicy perfection and 
your food won’t stick. Ah, grilling perfection.

#727   Grill & BBQ Mat   15" x 10.5"
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nonstick mesh crisper
because no one likes a soggy bottom
Tired of soggy pizza, fish sticks and French fries? The 
Chef’s Planet nonstick mesh crisper will become your 
first line of defense to combat sogginess. Oven heat  
can circulate through the mesh, evenly crisping the  
crust of your favorite foods. Now, the bottom of your  
quesadillas, chicken nuggets and hors d’oeuvres will  
always be deliciously crispy.

#480   Nonstick Mesh Crisper    14" x 14"
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universal nonstick
bakeliner 
bake like a pro—yes, a real pro
Our products are designed to make cooking easier and enjoyable. 
Scrubbing baked-on food from your pans isn’t. So don’t. Use our 
universal nonstick Bakeliner and be a baking genius. It puts a 
nonstick layer between your goodies and your pans. Foods cook 
more evenly and your baked food will slide right off. Spend more 
time doing what you love and less time doing what you don’t. 

Cut to fit for any size use — Customization template included for: 
8", 9" or 10" rounds, 8" x 8", 9" x 9" or 10" x 10" squares, 
9" x 13" rectangle or 16.5" x 11.5" half size sheet pan liner

• Kosher certified by the Orthodox Union

#932   Universal Nonstick Bakeliner   40" x 12"



food scoops 
the inside scoop on slicing,  
dicing and chopping
This nifty tool was destined for the chopping block. And 
that’s a good thing. The PrepTaxi® Food Scoop fills an  
important role in food preparation—getting your diced 
meats, chopped veggies and grated cheese from the chop-
ping block to a pan or bowl. Just scoop and transfer. The 
sides prevent spillage. It’s fast, efficient and a must-have 
for any cook. Patent pending.

PrepTaxi® Food Scoop sizes: 6" x 6" x 1.25"

#110   PrepTaxi® Food Scoop — Stainless Steel 

#758   PrepTaxi® Food Scoop — Plastic - Black 

#765   PrepTaxi® Food Scoop — Plastic - Red
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measuring scoops 
here’s the scoop (and measure)
The PrepTaxi® Measuring Scoop scoops and precisely 
measures your chopped veggies and herbs, diced meats 
and grated cheese. Simply chop, scoop, measure and 
transfer into a pan or bowl. Makes cooking and preparing 
recipes easier and more efficient. Remove measuring cups 
to use as a food scoop. Holds 2 cups.

#970   PrepTaxi® Measuring Scoop — Black 

#987   PrepTaxi® Measuring Scoop — Red

measuring colander™

one for all, and all for one
For one-step draining and measuring, it’s the one. This 
uniquely designed colander will be your one & only when 
it comes to preparing fruits, beans, legumes and more for 
your favorite recipes. Plus, draining and measuring in one 
step saves you time, putting you one step ahead in the 
kitchen! The measuring colander™ also has a built-in tuna 
can drainer that works with traditional and pull tab cans. 
Available in 2 and 3 cup size. Patent pending.

2 Cup Measuring Colander: 3 Cup Measuring Colander:

#529   White #475   White

#451   Red      #482   Red 

#468   Blue #505   Blue

slicing glove 
the secret to less blood, sweat & tears  
in the kitchen
Cooking is fun but sometimes the prepartion can be 
painful! Too often, slicing and grating can be hazardous 
to your hand’s health - but not anymore. With the Chef’s 
Planet made in the USA slicing glove, you can protect your 
hand from those sharp edges. Fits great on both righties 
and lefties and comes in 3 sizes.

#215S Slicing Glove — Small 

#215M Slicing Glove — Medium

#215L Slicing Glove — Large

proudly made in the USA
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all natural hand soaps 
a natural wonder for hands
You’ll love these soaps. Love, love, love them. They’re 100% 
all natural. The liquid formula creates luxuriously rich foam 
that cleans and lathers hands in pure scented oils—zero 
chemicals and preservatives. The glycerin and oils actually 
put moisture back into your hands. Congratulations! You 
just got your hands on the perfect soap.

All natural hand soaps — original and refill sizes:

8.5 oz. Hand Soap: 16.9 oz. Refill: 

#301   Citrus Dream               #R301   Citrus Dream 

#302   Fragrance Free            #R302   Fragrance Free

proudly made in the USA

ovenglove
really takes the heat (and looks cool doing it)
In the heat of the moment, our ovenglove comes through. 
Use this glove to protect your hands when removing hot 
items from the oven. This comfortable, seamless five- 
fingered glove is made of DuPont® Nomex® and is heat and  
flame resistant. Our ovenglove can withstand temperatures 
up to 500˚ F (260˚ C) and fits great on both righties and 
lefties!

#383   Ovenglove
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all natural wood 
moisturizing créme
give your wood the spa treatment
Replenishes your wood cutting boards, salad bowls 
and utensils deep down and leaves a silky smooth wax  
barrier to rejuvenate wood and keep it looking new. Locks 
in moisture. Protects. 100% all natural. It smells good. It’s 
easy to apply. It’s the crème de la crème of wood creams 
that’s like a day at the spa in a tube. Sorry, we don’t have 
a version for your skin.

#600   Wood Moisturizing Créme   5 oz. tube

spacetape
because there’s no space for drips  
and splatters
Bridge the gap between stove and countertop. Our  
spacetape keeps even the nooks and crannies of your 
kitchen clean. Just cut the tape to the desired length,  
apply it over the gap and cook away. You don’t have to 
worry about spills anymore. When it’s time to clean up, 
the nonstick surface of the tape is a breeze to clean!

#437   Spacetape    1 inch x ten foot roll
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dish soap cruet 
the indispensable dispenser
Cleanliness is no longer just a virtue—it’s an art form. 
This beautifully designed Borosilicate glass cruet corners 
the market, er… kitchen sink, with an aesthetically 
pleasing way to store and pour liquid dish soap. Put the 
plastic soap bottle away. You love cooking. Now you can 
love cleaning too.  

#949   Dish Soap Cruet   12 oz.   7.5" x 3.75"

glass cruets 
achieve perfect drizzle
The ying & yang of glass cruets. Where design leads and 
functionality follows. Or is it the other way around? The 
point is their beauty isn’t just glass deep. The unique 
stoppers slow the stream of oil or vinegar for the perfect 
pour every time. Drizzle gracefully on salads, fresh veggies, 
soups, breads, pastas, bruschetta, and risottos.

#406   Small Cruet   5 oz.   6" x 2.5" 

#413   Large Cruet   8 oz.   7" x 3.5"
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oil pourer 
convenient cooking is now within reach
This Oil Pourer is a cook top counter topper that adds zing 
to your counter and recipes alike. Keep it within reach - 
right next to your stove for quickly and easily pouring oil 
while cooking. The beautifully designed Borosilicate glass 
makes it a conversation starter. The precise pourer gives 
the perfect pour every time.

#956   Oil Pourer   30 oz.   10" x 4.5" 

all-purpose cruet 
limitless possibilities, endless beauty
This beautiful and ever-functional Borosilicate glass cruet 
is designed for, well, just about anything. If you want to 
stylishly display and dispense infused oils, flavored syrups, 
liqueurs, dipping sauces, dish soap or any other liquids you 
use in the kitchen, then our all-purpose cruet is for you! 
The precise pourer teams up with the functional collar to 
meet your every need. So, go ahead - pour away!

#222   All-Purpose Cruet   16 oz.   8" x 3.75"



zest for life.TM

Seize the meal! We believe it’s possible to 

balance cooking with a busy life. We know 

you love to cook but do you really have the 

time? We’re constantly thinking about ways to 

make cooking easier and more enjoyable for 

you. Our products are cleverly designed to 

fit your active lifestyle. Life should be about 

great food, family, fun, friends, traditions, and 

precious moments. It’s about doing the things 

we really love in life. At Chef’s Planet,® we call 

it ‘zest for life’. Sure, cooking is a blast. But 

it’s not fun when you don’t have the right tools 

to get the job done. That’s where we come in. 

We’re cooks just like you, so we understand 

the challenges you face in the kitchen and we 

live to solve those problems before you ever 

have to think about them. So now that you 

have more time, get out there and find your 

zest for life.

chef’splanet
clever products. joyful living.
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